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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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A solid shoot'em up.
The game is fair and the upgrade system, while pretty barebones, is enjoyable.
Be warned, it's very short.

Recommended for a low price.. A reminder that colors 3-4 are the 'gold and silver', so unless you want to be stuck with just 2
colors, this one is a recommended buy to spice up your options! Also unlike said silver and gold packs (that are per charater)
this is for everyone (at least current, this might cover future cast, as it does cover Pullam who does not have a silver\/gold
option). just needs spectator system and i would love it. tl;dr: Do not play games that do not respect your time.

Honestly, it seems great at first, but the longer you play, the less thought out the whole experience seems.
It starts as you unlock new "threats". One of the first, the Gates, is basically unbeatable without extreme luck.
At its end, it has you fight a Cosmic Horror, which has about 60 combat to begin with, and each 1 you roll gives it an
additional +5. So not only do you have to roll 60 with only three tries, but every 1 you roll increases the amount you
need. As a comparison, normal enemies have 15-30 combat, but allow you the same amount of tries.
How many dice you can roll is determined by your abilities. Your standard abilities let you roll 1 die... So forget about
them. You get new abilities (and become stronger) only by going to places and hoping that an event fires which will give
you a new item\/ability\/whatever. All of which is fully random - or if it isn't, lacks any explanation.
That's right, there is not a single reliable, repeatable way of gaining spells\/abilities\/etc. in the game. You'd expect
stores or teachers, but... nope. The only repeatable actions are increased income of the various resources and
conversion of these resources between one another.

What this all leads to is that you send your operatives around in the vague hopes of collecting enough items and
abilities to beat the boss.
All while the global threat level rises - which is supposed to be threatening, but barely matters - until you lose when it
reaches max.
In other words, 90% luck, 10% skill is required in order to actually beat the game. If you get lucky and get all the right
buffs on one character, easy game. If you don't, impossible game.

Add to that that you only can do two things per turn (independent of the number of operatives you have, wtf). This can
be increased by 1 at a certain location, but really should be dependent on your number of operatives, each of them
should have two-three actions.

The only viable "strategy" is to get as many operatives as possible and have them in as many locations as possible, to
maximize your "event harvesting" and knowing which operatives should be where (it never changes, so once you know
it, you're good).
So what you do every single time is to first get 3AP per turn, then maximize the number of operatives, spread them and
do the "quests" and pray to the RNG gods that this somehow results in one of your operatives being strong enough to
face the boss.
Of course, you cannot fight with multiple operatives, even if they are at the same place. That would have made too
much sense...

In addition to that, the UI and gameplay flow is just bad.
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Why by all that is holy are there still developers out there who do not bind "end turn" to Enter, Space, etc. AND have
non-rebindable keys? I want to slap every single developer who puts out games without rebindable keys.
Why do you have to wait for animations to finish in a BOARD GAME?! No, I'm not kidding.
Why do you get a popup telling you about a location when you visit it for the first time IN EACH GAME? The map is
static. That's like showing a tutorial every time you play.

Honestly, if you want to play a board game on your PC that respects your time, play one of the many others that are
actually thought out well and offer a UI experience that won't make you bang your head against the keyboard.. I'm a
massive fan of the Harvest Moon games and have been waiting for AGES for someone to make a game that captures
the magic of the original games. It's still being polished, but so far its a wonderful game! If you enjoyed Stardew Valley
you will probably love this too. Hats off to the developer, clearly this is a labor of love.. I'm still laughing at the 36 year
old crawling over the floor,
trying to hide behind the ruins of his once mighty snowfortress,
dodging snowballs in 21\u00b0 C.

That's right me!
I'm looking at you!. I've meant to write a review for this game for a while now. I really was disappointed in it even after
I was able to manage to get some of the endings. I wasn't eager to get all or even most of them but the happy ones at
least.

When I first played it I was done with it in a matter of minutes. Disappointing given the fact that I'm used to much
better games from roseverte but not only that but it's really to expensive for that. I either expect a hella good game or
at least more playtime. I got neither.

The dialogues are basic and dull. If you played the East tower series you'll might remember that the dialogues there
were quite simplistic too but it wasn't bad because all the games had a special kind of cuteness to them. I can't claim
the same thing about d'UpLicity. It wasn't emotional or cute, it wasn't intriguing or anything like that. Reading all
these dialogues with these impersonal characters was just exhausting and frustrating.

The gameplay is boring and stupid and not challenging at all (those dayplanner features tend to be repetitive but other
visual novel producers manage to do interesting stuff with it). You didn't have to think ahead you just had to choose
the same action over and over again. The hints what thing you had to say were so obvious and aaargh... This is - in my
opinion at least - the worst game rosevert ever produced.

There actually isn't much left to say now. The art isn't as bad as most of the people in the reviews claim it to be. It's
most definitely not breathtakingly good but it's unique and alright to look at. If the story was good it wouldn't be even
worth mentioning. Can't recommend it.. Well, I must say, I am extremely dissapointed with this one: let me tell you the
good things first!

New track textures! Also, very nice scenery, lots to look at! The track has superelevated corners in some places, which is
always a plus! Also, a nice variation of quiet zone, and horn-able crossings! Also included are two new Amtrak coaches,
and a variety of frieght rolling stock. The Dash 8 has what seems to be a new cab!

Now for the bad stuff: try not to fall asleep :)
Reused sounds for the locos (what a surprise)
The P42 is basically a reskinned P32
The wipers on the P42 are right from in-cab, but backwards from outside (really?)
The new Viewliners have NO CAB VIEW!
The route is rather flat
The Level crossings use default signals and sounds
There is only career scenarios (would be nice to have some standard, no pressure scenarios)

I am sorry to say, I cannot recommend this route. It, to me, seems to be cutting quite a few corners, and was a fairly big
waste of money. Unless DTG starts to get their butts in gear, I'm sorry to think that this might be the future of
American Routes.
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I can only say: don't get this route unless it is on sale :(
. Excellent Digital Hero Quest game, Great, friendly Dev.. played for less than 10 minutes, already experienced several
bugs.
Weapon just sometimes doesn't respond, regardless of cooldown, I could walk up to an enemy, click to attack and get
nothing.
Sound design is pretty egregiously obnoxious. Second room you just hear a constant pattering of what I think is
supposed to be footsteps. Sound totally cuts out by the fourth room, for some unknown reason.
Had enemies not react to my attacks at all (while I had proper graphics display for my attack to come out), and got
stuck and killed in between one of the camera panning look thing.
You can use up your healing item by accident even if you've already got full health.
Controller support would be nice.
Resolution settings are kind of weird, no real resolution options just "make it bigger" or "make it smaller."
Art is kinda neat for what it is, although not pretty, and kinda hard to read upon first entering a room.

TL;DR
Pretty terrible first impression. Don't have much reason to continue giving it a chance.
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I think this is the first review I have posted on Steam but I thought I had no choice in this instance. Although the game seems
nice the description is blatant false advertising. It says the original comon route is included and considering the original game is
marketed as an "alll ages version" I falsely assumed that I didn't need to buy the original game to enjoy this one. After the 13th
Chapter you get the bait and switch that says the rest of the story needs to be purchased. It now seems they only way to
experience the full game is to buy the original game and start all over again. That is also assuming that the content is still the
same since it is an "all ages version". I cannot recomend this game until these issues are fixed. This should have been marketed
as a DLC to the original game in this format. In my opinion I have been ripped off thinking that I was getting a complete game
when I only got a tease.

If you have played the first game then this may be a good purchase but I can't get past that I feel I was taken advantage of and
that I believe the developer has commited false advertising and should be made to take responsibility for the misleading
descriptiuons.. This game would have been great except for the fact you cannot replay hands to try to get a perfect score. That
alone makes it very frustrating if your like me and strive to get a perfect score at the end. I got the game in a bundle sale so can't
complain about the price but I would not have paid for this game on it's own knowing I could not replay the hands.. Overall this
was a good game. It's aged well but is still dated

Pros
Decent grapics considering when it came out
Excellent puzzle solving, reminds me of Zelda
Decent amount of content for completionists
Good soundtrack overall

Cons
Occasionally has bugs that force restart (i5-6600k at 3.9, GTX 1070)
Fairly short in a casual run ~14 hours
Requires backtracking several times but has semi-fast travel options through cheap boat rides
No final boss theme, it's shared with other bosses.

Overal, I'd give it a solid 7.5/10, adjusting for it's age. It is very much a Zelda clone, but great all the same.. I can't say that it
was anything special or unique, but it was a good enough game to keep me entertained for a couple hours.. I don't seem to
understand this game at all. Is there no way to regenerate your health/shield? Is there only AI and no PVP? I like the idea of
multiple spots on the map being safe and not just a circle or large connected area.
So far this game is really dumb and is a half♥♥♥♥♥cash grab.

I guess well see what happens to it.
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